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ABSTRACT
Flapping foil energy harvesting systems are considered as highly competitive devices for conventional
turbines. Several research projects have already been carried out to improve performances of such new
devices. This paper is devoted to study effects of non-sinusoidal heaving trajectory, non-sinusoidal pitching
trajectory, and the effective angle of attack on the energy extraction performances of a flapping foil operating
at low Reynolds number (Re=1100). An elliptic function with an adjustable parameter S (flattening
parameter) is used to simulate various sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal flapping trajectories. The flow around
the flapping foil is simulated by solving Navier–Stokes equations using the commercial software Star CCM+
based on the finite-volume method. Overset mesh technique is used to model the flapping motion. The
study is applied to the NACA0015 foil with the following kinetic parameters: a dimensionless heaving
amplitude h0 = 1c, a shift angle between heaving and pitching motions φ = 90◦, a reduced frequency
f ∗ = 0.14, and an effective angle of attack αmax varying between 15◦ and 50◦, corresponding to a pitching
amplitude in the range θ0 = 55.51◦ to 90.51◦. The results show that, the non-sinusoidal trajectory affects
considerably the energy extraction performances. For the reference case (sinusoidal heaving and pitching
motions, Sh = Sθ = 1), best performances are obtained for the effective angle of attack, αmax = 40◦. At
small effective angle of attack αmax < 30◦, the non-sinusoidal pitching motion combined with a sinusoidal
heaving motion, greatly improve energy extraction performances. For αmax = 15◦, Sh = 1 and Sθ = 2,
energy extraction efficiency is improved by 52.22% and the power coefficient by 70.40% comparatively to
sinusoidal pitching motion. At high effective angles of attack ( αmax > 40◦), non-sinusoidal pitching motion
has a negative effect. Performance improvement is quite limited with the combined motions non-sinusoidal
heaving/sinusoidal pitching.
Keywords: Flapping foil, Energy extraction, Renewable energy, Non-sinusoidal trajectory, CFD
NOMENCLATURE
c foil chord length
CP pressure coefficient
COP power coefficient
COPh power coefficient of heaving motion




d maximum vertical displacement
of the trailing edge
f flapping frequency
f ∗ reduced frequency ( f ∗ = f c/U∞)
ω angular frequency(ω = 2π f )
φ phase shift between heaving and
pitching motions
h0 nondimensional heaving amplitude
θ0 nondimensional pitching amplitude
h(t) heaving motion
θ(t) pitching motion
Re Reynolds number (Re = ρcU∞/µ)
T flapping period (T = 1/ f )
U∞ free stream velocity
η energy extraction efficiency
P(t) instantaneous total power extracted
Pa total power available in flow
Ph(t) instantaneous power extracted by the heaving motion
Pθ(t) instantaneous power extracted by the pitching motion
Fy(t) instantaneous vertical force
Mz(t) instantaneous moment
XP chordwise position of pitching axis
αe f f effective angle of attack
ρ fluid density
µ dynamic viscosity
¯ mean value over one motion cycle
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1. INTODUCTION
Energy extraction from moving fluids is subject
to many researches in several laboratories around
the world. It is mainly sought to improve
energy extraction performances, to reduce its cost
and to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Traditionally, kinetic energy of moving fluids
is recovered using conventional turbines with
rotating blades (horizontal or vertical axis turbines).
Recently, many researchers have shown capacity
of flapping foil systems to harvest this type of
energy (McKinney and DeLaurier 1981; Jones and
Platzer 1997; Kinsey and Dumas 2008; Simpson
and Triantafyllou 2008; Ashraf et al. 2011; Lu
et al. 2015). Energy extraction performances of
a flapping foil in combined heaving and pitching
motions depend on several parameters, including
the foil shape (Wang et al. 2017; Boudis et al.
2018; Liu et al. 2013), fluid velocity (Kinsey and
Dumas 2008; Kinsey and Dumas 2014; Javed et al.
2018), and kinematic parameters such as flapping
frequency (Zhu 2011; Sun et al. 2018), heaving
and pitching amplitudes (Dumas and Kinsey 2006;
Davids 1999; Kinsey and Dumas 2008; Mumtaz
Qadri et al. 2019), effective angle of attack (Hover
et al. 2004; Simpson and Triantafyllou 2008),
phase shift between heaving and pitching motions
(Dumas and Kinsey 2006; Kinsey and Dumas
2008; Xiao and Zhu 2014) and the location of
the pitching axis (Davids 1999; Pourmahdavi et al.
2019). The results showed that the best efficiency
was always achieved when the reduced frequency
( f ∗ = f c/U∞)) was in the range of 0.10− 0.15,
the heaving amplitude was h0 = 1c, the phase shift
between pitching and heaving motions φ was equal
or close to 90◦, maximum effective angle of attack
αmax was in the range 30◦− 40◦ and the pitching
axis Xp was between 0.333c to 0.5c .
Currently, improve energy extraction performances
by adopting appropriate technological solutions is
particularly targeted by the research community,
(Xiao and Zhu 2014; Wu et al. 2020). Ashraf
et al. (2011) carried out a numerical investigation
of the flow over a flapping NACA0014 foil.
It is concluded that using a non-sinusoidal
heaving and pitching trajectory enhances energy
extraction coefficient by 17% and energy extraction
efficiency by 15%. One year later, these results
are confirmed numerically by (Xiao et al. 2012)
who reported that the profile of the pitching motion
has a substantial effect on the energy extraction
performances of a flapping NACA0012 foil. It is
claimed that trapezoidal pitching motion improve
the energy extraction coefficient by 63% and
energy extraction efficiency by 50%. Thereafter,
Lu et al. (2014) indicated that an appropriate
combination of the non-sinusoidal heaving and
pitching motions improves energy extraction
performances. They found that comparatively
to sinusoidal trajectory, a square-like pitching
trajectory combined with a toothed-like heaving
trajectory improves energy extraction coefficient by
87.5%. Teng et al. (2016) investigated numerically
the effect of a non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory
on performances of a semi-active flapping foil,
in which the profile of the pitching motion is
prescribed and the heaving motion is activated by
the vertical hydrodynamic force. The pitching
trajectory is varied from a sinusoid to a square
wave. The obtained results show that at the
optimal reduced frequency and pitching amplitude,
non-sinusoidal pitching motions contribute
negatively to the energy extraction efficiency.
They suggested that a non-sinusoidal profile, at
least a simple trapezoidal-like one is ineffective
in their semi-active system. Later, Wang et al.
(2019) numerically investigated the effects of
vertical and elliptical airfoil trajectories on the
energy extraction performance of a flapping foil
device. They proposed a new type of flapping
trajectory called reversed-D that represents a
composite of an elliptical trajectory in the first
half of the motion cycle and a standard vertical
trajectory in the second half of the motion cycle.
The results indicated that the power extraction
efficiency obtained with the reversed-D trajectory
is greater than that obtained with the standard
vertical reciprocating trajectory, and the increase is
due mainly to an increase in the heave force.
On the other hand, almost all studies that
considered the effect of non-sinusoidal flapping
trajectory on the energy extraction performances
has focused on the situations with a low
effective angle of attack (αmax < 20◦), where
non-sinusoidal trajectories effectively improved the
sought performances (Xiao et al. 2012; Lu
et al. 2014; Deng et al. 2014). However,
for large effective angles of attack (30◦ − 50◦)
it is still not clear is non-sinusoidal flapping
trajectories lead to performances enhancement as
obtained with sinusoidal trajectory case (Kinsey
and Dumas 2008; Ashraf et al. 2011; Platzer
et al. 2009). Platzer et al. (2009) concluded
that improving energy extraction performances of
a flapping foil using non-sinusoidal trajectories
for different working parameters still need further
investigation. Teng et al. (2016) also indicated that
enhancement of energy extraction performances of
a semi-active flapping foil using non-sinusoidal
pitch motion was weak as (θ0) approached its
optimal value.
The aim of this work is to get a better understanding
on the effect of non-sinusoidal trajectory on
the energy extraction performance. Therefore,
numerical simulations of the fluid flow around a
single fully activated flapping foil operating at low
and high effective angles of attack are carried out.
Two cases study are considered: (i) non-sinusoidal
pitching combined with sinusoidal heaving motion
and (ii) non-sinusoidal heaving motion combined
with sinusoidal pitching motion.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Equations describing the flapping motion as well
as the relationships applied to determine the foil
performance are given below :
2.1 Kinematics equations
The flapping motion is composed of a vertical
heaving motion h(t) and a pitching motion θ(t)
around its own pitching center, as illustrated on Fig.
1.
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of combined heaving
and pitching motions (adapted from (Kinsey and
Dumas 2014)).
Sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal flapping trajectories






Where S is a flattening parameter, ω = 2π f is the
angular frequency ant t is time.
As shown in Fig. 2, when S = 1, the flapping
trajectory is sinusoidal. If S is different from 1, the
trajectory is non-sinusoidal.
The heaving and pitching motions are defined by









2 + sin(ω.t +φ)2
(3)
Fig. 2. Heaving trajectory according to different
values of the flattening parameter S (adapted from
(Boudis et al. 2019)).
Where h(t) and θ(t) are the heaving and the
pitching motions, respectively. h0 is the heaving
amplitude, θ0 is the pitching amplitude, c is the
chord length and φ is the phase shift between
heaving and pitching. Sh and Sθ are the flattening
parameters of heaving and pitching trajectory
respectively. The pitch axis is located on the foil
chord, at 33% of chord from leading edge.
The effective angle of attack is the sum of the
pitching angle and the induced angle due to the
heaving motion. It is calculated as follows:






As in Kinsey and Dumas (2008), the maximum
effective angle of attack reached in one cycle is
approximated by the modulus of its quarter period.
It is expressed as:
αmax ≈| αT/4 |≈| arctan(ωh0cSh/U∞)−θ(t) | (5)
The reduced frequency f ∗ and the Reynolds








Where U∞ is the freestream velocity,ρ and µ are
fluid density and dynamic viscosity respectively.
2.2 Power extraction and efficiency
The power P(t) extracted from the fluid by the
flapping foil is the sum of the heaving contribution
Ph(t) and the pitching contribution Pθ(t).








where Fy(t), is the vertical force and Mz(t), is the









CL and CM are the lift and the moment coefficients
respectively, A is the reference area of the foil (in
2D domain, A = c).
The mean power extracted (P̄) is calculated by
integrating the instantaneous power (P(t)) over one

















The power coefficient COP is defined as:




The mean power coefficient (C̄OP) is calculated








If C̄OP > 0, the flapping foil extracts kinetic energy
from the fluid flow. Otherwise, if C̄OP < 0 the
flapping foil is power consuming.
The energy extraction efficiency is defined as the
ratio of the mean extracted power and the power








where (Pa = 1/2ρU3∞d) is the maximum available
power in the flow and d is the maximum vertical
displacement of the trailing edge.
3. NUMERICAL METHODS
The numerical methodology is similar to that used
in (Boudis et al. 2019). The CFD simulations
are conducted using the finite volume software
Star CCM+. The unsteady, two-dimensional and
incompressible Navier Stokes equations governing
the flow around the flapping foil are resolved using
a segregated solver. The pressure-velocity coupling
is obtained using the semi-implicit method for
pressure-linked equations. Second-order schemes
are used for the discretization of the pressure
and the momentum equations, and the temporal
discretization is based on a second-order implicit
scheme. More information about the solver can
be found in Star CCM+ user guide (StarCCM+
). The simulations are carried out for a Reynolds
number Re = 1100, therefore a laminar flow was
assumed in all considered cases (Kinsey and Dumas
2008; Xiao et al. 2012). The solution is
considered converged when the variation in the
power extraction efficiency between successive
periods does not exceed 1%. Then, the calculations
were pursued over ten flapping cycles to ensure that
periodic solution was achieved.
3.1 Computational domain and boundary
conditions
The computational domain and the boundary
conditions used in the present study are shown
in Fig. 3. The computational domain is a
square of 70c side. At the inlet, top, and bottom
boundaries, the pressure is set to zero gradient
and the fluid velocity in x direction is specified
based on the defined Reynolds number. The free
stream pressure and a zero velocity gradient are
set at the outlet boundary. On the foil surface,
the non-slip condition is adopted. The relative
position of the foil in the fluid domain is ensured
as in (Kinsey and Dumas 2008). The overset mesh
technique is used to simulate the flapping motion.
For this purpose, the domain is subdivided into two
regions, an overset and a background zones. The
background is a fixed zone and the overset is the
moving zone that ensures the combined heaving
and pitching motions. The connection between the
two zones is provided using an overset interface.
In both zones a trimmed mesh is used and for the
mesh refinement around the foil and in the wake,
the multi-blocks grid technique is adopted.
Fig. 3. Computational domain and boundary
conditions.
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Table 1. Grid and time step independence study
Mesh Time-step C̄OP Error η Error
Grid
Coarse grid (67997 cells)
T/1000
0.8771 1.12 % 34.22 1.12 %
Medium grid (151369 cells) 0.8595 0.89 % 33.55 0.85 %
Fine grid (347594 cells) 0.8673 – 33.84 –
Time-step Medium grid
T/200 0.9134 6.66 % 35.64 6.67 %
T/500 0.8740 2.06 % 34.10 2.06 %
T/1000 0.8595 0.37 % 33.55 0.41 %
T/2000 0.8563 – 33.41 –
3.2 Sensitivity study and validation
The grid and the time step sensitivity study is
conducted to check that the mesh strategy and
the time step have no influence on the numerical
results occuracy. For grid sensitivity study, three
meshes of different densities are considered: a
coarse mesh with 67997 cells, a medium mesh
with 151369 cells, and a fine mesh with 347594
cells. To refine the coarse mesh, the numbers
of cells near the foil surface and in the wake are
increased. The simulations are performed using
the following parameters: Re = 1100, h0 = 1,
θ0 = 76.33◦, φ = 90◦ and f ∗ = 0.14, and the
time step ∆t = T/1000. The obtained results
are summarized in Table 1. It is found that the
values of Cop and η obtained with the medium
and fine meshes are slightly different. Thus, the
medium mesh is considered to be satisfactory, and
is used in the developped simulations. The time
step independence is checked using four different
values; T/200,T/500,T/100,and T/2000. From
Table 1, it can be clearly seen that the difference
between the results obtained with ∆t = T/1000 and
∆t = T/2000 is negligible.
Therefore, the medium mesh and the time step
(∆t = T/1000) appeared to result in a good
compromise for precision and simulation run time.
Therefore, they are adopted for all the simulations
implemented in this study.
To validate our simulation results, quantitative
and qualitative comparisons are perfomed with
numerical and experimental results of Kinsey and
Dumas (Kinsey and Dumas 2008; Kinsey and
Dumas 2012). Various simulations are performed
for two Reynolds numbers, Re = 1100 and Re =
500000. The variation of the power extraction
efficiency η versus the reduced frequency f ∗
obtained by the present computations, using the
following simulation parameters: Re = 1100,h0 =
1, θ0 = 76.33◦, φ = 90◦ and f ∗ = 0.08− 0.20 are
depicted in Fig. 4(a). This figure shows that the
results obtained are in good agreement with those
of (Kinsey and Dumas 2008)
Fig. 4(b) compares the 2D efficiency of the present
computations with 2D, 3D and experimental results
obtained by (Kinsey and Dumas 2012). The
parameters used in this case are : Re = 500000,
h0 = 1,θ0 = 75◦, φ = 90◦ and f ∗ = 0.04 −
0.20 . The turbulence is considered using the
Spalart-Allmaras model.
The choice of this model is inspired by the results
of Kinsey and Dumas (2012) whom compared
several turbulence models (SA, K − ω, SST and
SST low − Re) and whom concluded that the
energy extraction performances predicted with
all turbulence models closely matches. Their
simulations were then carried out using the Spalart
- Allmaras model because it is the most efficient
in terms of computational costs. Our results are
in good agreement with the 2D results of (Kinsey
and Dumas 2012), except for f ∗ = 0.1 where a
difference is noticed. This has also been reported
by (Picard-Deland et al. 2019) and (Zhu et al.
2019). Furthermore, the important differences
between 2D, 3D and experimental results observed
at a high reduced frequency ( f ∗ > 0.12) can be
explained by the losses at the wing tips, which is
not taken into account in the 2D calculus. Note that
the foil used in the 3D and experimental studies has
an aspect ratio (AR = 7) and it is equipped with
endplates.
Qualitatively, the vortex contours of the present
study and those of Kinsey and Dumas (Kinsey and
Dumas 2008) at the same flapping time are also
quite similar as it can be seen in Fig. 5. Therefore,
from this comparison it comes out that the present
solver efficiency is shown and the obtained results
are physically reliable results. Thus, the numerical
method can be used to study the effect of the motion
trajectory on the performances of a flapping foil.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Effect of flapping motions and the effective angle
of attack on the energy extraction performance
of a flapping foil is evaluated. The considered
sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal flapping trajectories
are described using relations (2) and (3) with Sh
and Sθ values varying in the range from 1 to 2,




Fig. 4. Energy extraction efficiency versus reduced
frequency for validation cases, (a) Re = 1100, h0 =
1, θ0 = 76.33◦, φ = 90◦ and f ∗ = 0.08− 0.20 and
(b) Re = 500000, h0 = 1, θ0 = 75◦, φ = 90◦ and
f ∗ = 0.04−0.20.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the vorticity contours of
the present study (left) with the results of (Kinsey
and Dumas 2008) (right) at Xp = 0.333c, f ∗= 0.14,
h0 = 1, θ0 = 76.33, φ = 90◦, and Re = 1100.
of the flapping motion are fixed to: f ∗ = 0.14,
h0 = 1, φ = 90◦, and Re = 1100. The effective
angle of attack αmax is varied between 15◦ and 50◦,
resulting in a pitching amplitude θ0 in the range of
55.51◦ to 90.51◦. Two cases of flapping motions
are considered:
• Case 1: Non-sinusoidal pitching motion
combined with sinusoidal heaving motion.
• Case 2: Non-sinusoidal heaving motion
combined with sinusoidal pitching motion.
4.1 Case 1: Non-sinusoidal pitching motion
combined with sinusoidal heaving motion
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the mean power
coefficient C̄OP and the energy extraction efficiency
η as a function of αmax for different values of
Sθ. It is found that the power coefficient and the
energy extraction efficiency both increase first with
αmax and then decrease with further increasing of
αmax. For each Sθ value there is an optimal range
of αmax that provides the best energy extraction
performances. At fixed αmax, it is found that
the non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory considerably
affects the energy extraction performances of the
flapping airfoil. At small effective angle of attack
(αmax≤ 30◦) increasing the value of Sθ can enhance
both C̄OP and η. However at large effective
angle of attack (αmax ≥ 40◦), increasing the value
of Sθ significantly reduces the energy extraction
performances of the flapping foil.
The ‘Critical’ Sθ is defined hereafter as the value of
Sθ corresponding to maximum C̄OP. Comparison of
C̄OP and η for Sθ = 1 and Sθ Critical for the effective
angles of attack considered in this study is given
in Table 2. The best improvement in C̄OP and η is
achieved for αmax = 15◦ and Sθ = 2. In this case
C̄OP and η are improved by 70.40 % and 52.22%
respectively, compared to the sinusoidal pitching
trajectory (Sθ = 1).
Fig. 7 shows the instantaneous variation of
COPh, COPθ, COP over one flapping cycle for both
cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 at αmax = 15◦. It is
clear that the total power coefficient (COP) of the
flapping airfoil is dominated by COPh and that
the COPθ has a negative contribution. It can be
concluded thus that, the heaving motion plays a
leading role in the flapping foil energy extraction.
Furthermore, the non-sinusoidal trajectory has a
specifically positive effect on the energy extracted
with the heaving motion. Consequently, COPh
is considerably improved during most part of the
flapping cycle. Conversely, energy extracted by
the pitching motion is negatively influenced. Also,
COPθ decreases significantly during rapid reversal
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Table 2. Changes in performance at Sθ Critical for various αmax.
αmax Sθ Critical COP Improvement (%) η Improvement (%)
15◦ 1 0.3744 - 15.91 -2 0.6380 70.40 24.23 52.22
20◦ 1 0.5318 - 22.13 -2 0.7719 45.15 28.66 29.51
30◦ 1 0.7745 - 30.91 -1.5 0.8947 15.52 33.21 7.44
36◦ 1 0.8595 - 33.54 -1.25 0.8973 4.40 33.59 0.15
40◦ 1 0.8884 - 34.15 -1.25 0.8984 1.13 33.14 -3.05
50◦ 1 0.7895 - 29.35 -1.25 0.8142 3.12 29.09 -0.66
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Variation of η and C̄OP versus αmax for
different values of Sθ at Sh = 1, f ∗ = 0.14, h0 = 1
and Re = 1100.
of the pitching stroke leading to the decreasing
of the total energy extracted by the flapping foil.
This is because the latter is the sum of the energy
extracted by heaving and pitching motions.
In order to further understand how the
non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory affects the
energy extraction performances of the flapping
foil, the variations of lift coefficient CL , heaving
velocity dh(t)/dt, pitching moment coefficient
CM , and pitching velocity dθ(t)/dt over one
flapping cycle are depicted in Fig. 8 for both cases,
sinusoidal (Sθ = 1) and non-sinusoidal (Sθ = 2)
pitching trajectory at αmax = 15◦.
From Fig. 8(a), it is worth noting that the
non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory improves both
lift coefficient and synchronization between lift
and heaving velocity, resulting in improvement
of energy extraction by heaving motion. The
important increase in the lift coefficient can be
explained by the amplitude and time variation
of the effective angle of attack under effect of
the non-sinusoidal pitch trajectory. The temporal
variations of the effective angle of attack for both
cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 are depicted in Fig. 9.
It can be seen that the maximum effective angle
of attack (αmax) is higher for Sθ = 2 compared to
that of the case Sθ = 1. The difference between
αmax values is 22.86%. For Sθ = 2, the curve α(t)
presents two maxima per half flapping cycle: the
effective angle of attack rises rapidly to reach the
first maximum at t/T = 0.1, then it decreases to
become equal to the effective angle of the case Sθ =
1 at t/T = 0.25, thereafter, it increases to reach the
second maximum at t/T = 0.4. This effective angle
of attack variation influences the flow structure
and the pressure distribution around the flapping
airfoil. This latter is the underlying reason behind
aerodynamic forces enhancement such as lift and
moment, directly related to the energy extraction
performances.
The instantaneous pressure contours and the
pressure coefficient distributions around the
flapping airfoil for both cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 at
times t/T = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.4, corresponding to the
maxima of αmax over one half cycle are depicted
in Fig. 10. This figure shows that, for Sθ = 2,
the distribution range of the pressure difference
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(a) power extraction coefficient from heaving motion
(b) power extraction coefficient from pitching motion
(c) total power extraction coefficient
Fig. 7. Instantaneous variations of (a) COPh , (b)
COPθ, and (c) COP over one flapping cycle for both
cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 at αmax = 15◦.
between both foil surfaces is higher for Sθ = 2,
compared to that of the case Sθ = 1, resulting
in more important lifting force for Sθ = 2. The
fluctuations of the lift coefficient observed in the
periods t = [0T − 0.2T ] and t = [0.5T − 0.7T ] for
the non-sinusoidal trajectory case (see Fig. 8(a) )
is mainly attributed to reattachment of the leading
edge vortex at the foil surface close to the trailing
edge. The formation of these vortices is mainly
caused by the higher pitching velocity of the airfoil
during the variation of the pitching direction in the
case Sθ = 2 compared to Sθ = 1. On the other side,
in the sinusoidal trajectory case, the reattached
(a) Lift coefficient
(b) Moment coeficient
Fig. 8. Comparison of lift and moment coefficients
and their velocities over one flapping cycle for both
cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 at αmax = 15◦.
Fig. 9. Temporal variation of the effective angle of
attach for both cases Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2.
vortex is less intense, which slightly influences the
distribution of lift coefficient. After these periods,
the re-attached vortex leaves the trailing edge and
the lift is recovered (see Fig. 11 ).
From Fig. 8(b), it comes out that the pitching
moment and pitching velocity have opposite signs
during a large period of the cycle. Therefore, COPθ
changes between positive and negative regions.
Remarkable increasing in the pitching moment is
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(a) t/T = 0.1
(b) t/T = 0.25
(c) t/T = 0.4
Fig. 10. Instantaneous pressure contours and
pressure coefficients around the airfoil for Sθ = 1
and Sθ = 2 at selected times over a half flapping
cycle.
observed at times t/T = 0, 0.5 and t/T = 1 for
the case Sθ = 2 compared to the case Sθ = 1. At
these times, the airfoil is in its maximum heave
position and rotates to start the next flapping cycle.
The high angular velocity in the case Sθ = 2
causes generation of a trailing edge vortex (TEV).
Releasing of this vortex creates a high pressure
zone at the trailing edge level (see Fig. 12).
Pressure difference between both sides of the airfoil
at these times generates a high moment in the
opposite direction of the airfoil rotation about the
pitch axis. The generated moment and the angular
velocity have opposite signs. Hence, the work done
during this time, due to pitching motion is negative.
Fig. 11. Instantaneous vorticity contours around
the airfoil for Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2 at different times.
4.2 Case 2: Non-sinusoidal heaving motion
combined with sinusoidal pitching motion
Fig. 13 shows the variation of η and C̄OP as
a function of αmax , for different values of Sh.
It can be seen that, whatever the Sh value, both
COP and η increase with the effective angle of
attack until maximum values at αmax = 40◦, and
then decrease due to the dynamic stall. These
results are in agreement with the results of (Kinsey
and Dumas 2008), which showed that the best
energy extraction performance is obtained with the
effective angle of attack in the range αmax = 30◦ to
40◦. For all αmax values, the best energy extraction
efficiency is always achieved with the sinusoidal
heaving trajectory (Sh = 1). However with the
non-sinusoidal heaving trajectory (Sh 6= 1) the
energy extraction coefficient is slightly improved
for effective angles of attack between 30◦ and 40◦
compared to the sinusoidal trajectory.
The mean values of COPh, COPθ, COP and η are
given in Table 3 for αmax = 40◦. From these
results, it can be seen that the contribution of
the pitching motion (COPθ) is small compared to
that of the heaving motion (COPh). Therefore, as
in the previous section, the total energy extracted
(COP) by the flapping foil is dominated by the
energy extracted from heaving motion. These
results show also that the total energy extraction
coefficient increases with Sh up to an optimal
value achieved with Sh = 1.75 and then decreases.
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(a) t/T = 0
(b) t/T = 0.5
Fig. 12. Instantaneous vortex and pressure
contours around the airfoil for Sθ = 1 and Sθ = 2
at times t/T = 0 (a) and t/T = 0.5 (b).
This is because for Sh values larger than 1.75,
the energy extracted by the pitching motion is
strongly reduced (see Table 3). In the case of
Sh = 1.75, COP is enhanced by 9.42% compared
to the sinusoidal heaving trajectory (Sh = 1) while
the energy extraction efficiency is decreased by
-0.32%. This is due to the size of the swept area
(determined by the vertical displacement d of the
flapping airfoil), which is larger in the case of
non-sinusoidal heaving trajectory, requiring thus
more energy. The use of Sh = 1.75 increases d
by 9.8% compared to Sh = 1, leading to efficiency
dropping in the same proportion (see equation 13).
The temporal variations of COPh, COPθ, COP over
one flapping cycle for Sh = 1 and Sh = 1.75 at
αmax = 40◦ are shown in Fig. 14 to further
understand how non-sinusoidal heaving trajectory
affects power extraction coefficient. The related CL,
CM , dh/dt and dθ/dt are also represented in Fig.
15. It is found that the use of Sh = 1.75 improves
both COPh and COPθ, resulting in an improvement
in the total COP. The peaks of COPh is remarkably
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13. Variation of η and C̄OP with αmax for
different values of Sh at Sθ = 1, f ∗ = 0.14, h0 = 1
and Re = 1100.
Table 3. Mean values of C̄OPh, C̄OPθ,C̄OP and η at
αmax = 40◦ for different Sh values.
Sh Cop h Cop theta Cop eta
1 0.8130 0.0753 0.8884 34.15
1.25 0.8325 0.0876 0.9201 33.93
1.5 0.8496 0.0975 0.9472 33.90
1.75 0.8702 0.1019 0.9721 34.03
2 0.9045 0.0413 0.9459 32.54
increased in the time ranges t/T = 0.2− 0.35 and
t/T = 0.7− 0.85. Where, the foil reaches the
maximum heaving velocity. When the heaving
velocity achieved with Sh = 1.75 is greater than
with the case Sh = 1, it results in a better COPh, since
the quantity of energy extracted by the heaving
motion is proportional to the heaving velocity
(COPh = CL/U∞ ∗ dh/dt). From Fig. 15(a) it is
seen that Sh = 1.75 improves both lift coefficient
and its synchronization with the heaving velocity,
improving thus COPh coefficient. Based on the
results of this section, it can be concluded that
the enhancement of energy extraction performances
of a flapping foil by using non-sinusoidal heaving
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trajectory is very limited. This conclusion is in
good agreement with those of (Lu et al. 2014).
(a) power extraction coefficient from heaving motion
(b) power extraction coefficient from pitching motion
(c) total power extraction coefficient
Fig. 14. Temporal variations of (a) COPh , (b) COPθ,
and (c) COP over one flapping cycle for both cases
Sh = 1 and Sh = 1.75 at αmax = 40◦.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, effects of non-sinusoidal heaving
trajectory, non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory and
effective angle of attack on the energy extraction
performances of a fully activated NACA0015
flapping airfoil are numerically studied at low
Reynolds number (Re = 1100). The Star CCM+
code is used to solve the Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes equations that govern the flow field
(a) Lift coefficient
(b) Moment coeficient
Fig. 15. Temporal variation of the lift (a) and
momentum coefficients (b) for Sh = 1 and Sh = 1.75
at αmax = 40◦.
around the flapping airfoil. The prescribed heaving
and pitching motions are applied using the overset
mesh technique. Four non-sinusoidal motions are
considered and the obtained results are compared to
those of the sinusoidal case. The main conclusions
of this study are summarized as follows:
• The nature (sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal)
of the heaving or pitching trajectory is
determinant for the energy extraction
performance of a flapping foil device.
• For the reference case (sinusoidal heaving and
pitching trajectory) the best energy extraction
performances are achieved with the maximum
effective angle of attack (αmax = 40◦).
• At low effective angles of attack, the use
of non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory can
significantly improve the energy extraction
performances. For αmax = 15◦, Sh = 1
and Sθ = 2, the energy extraction efficiency
is improved by 52.22% and the power
coefficient is improved by 70.40% compared
to the sinusoidal pitching motion. While at
high or moderate effective angles of attack,
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the non-sinusoidal pitching trajectory cannot
improve the energy extraction performance.
• Improvement of energy extraction
performance using a non-sinusoidal heaving
trajectory is non significant compared to the
sinusoidal heaving trajectory
• Improvement in energy extraction
performances is considerably greater using
non-sinusoidal pitching motion than that for
the non-sinusoidal heaving motion.
• Energy extracted with pitching motion is
negligible compared to that extracted with
heaving motion.
Finally, the obtained results suggest that
improvement of the energy extraction performances
using a non-sinusoidal pitching and/or heaving
motions at optimal working parameters is very
limited. However, it is noted that non-sinusoidal
trajectory used in this study represents only
one type of non-sinusoidal trajectory forms. In
nature, birds and insects follows very complex
flapping trajectories. Could other forms of
non-sinusoidal trajectories improve the energy
extraction performances of flapping airfoils? The
answer to this question remains open.
FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have considered the effects of
non-sinusoidal heaving trajectory, non-sinusoidal
pitching trajectory, and the effective angle of
attack on the energy extraction performances
of a flapping foil operating at low Reynolds
number (Re=1100). Future work will focus
on the effect of the non-sinusoidal trajectory
proposed in this paper on the energy extraction
performance of a flapping foil at moderate and
high Reynolds numbers. Optimization techniques
(Response surface methodology, Artificial neural
networks) are also considered in the future work
to determine the best combination of motion
parameters (h0,θ0,φ, f ,Sh,Sθ,Re) that maximizes
energy extraction performance.
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